PSYC1000 LECTURE NOTES
Week 1 - Many problems in the world today are psychologically based; e.g.; conflicts based on
ingroup-out-group thinking; life-style diseases; addiction;
- Limited brain makes it hard for us to (1) realise the sociocultural and political factors
that lead to these problems (2) subsequently work together to create solutions
- Producers and Consumers of Research; harder to spot a lie when you already have
strong or agreeing beliefs; cannot use intuition, personal experience and anecdotes.
- Lack of self-correction and reliance on anecdotes;

Week 2 – Information, Validity, & Claims; chp 2 and 3
- Describe why experience usually has no comparison group and usually has
confounds.
- Provide examples of how intuition is biased by faulty thinking and how intuition is
biased by motivation.
- Be cautious about accepting the conclusions of authority figures (especially
conclusions that are not based on research).
- Explain why researchers should include a comparison group, control for confounds,
and strive to evaluate information without bias.
- Find research-based information in PsycINFO and other sources.
- List the forms that research-based information can take empirical journal articles,
review journal articles, books, and chapters in edited books.
- Read empirical journal articles with a purpose.
- Evaluate popular sources of psychological research in trade books, wikis, and
magazines.
The researcher vs Your experience
- Researchers include a comparison group, control for confounds, and strive to
evaluate information without bias;
Intuition is Biased by Faulty Thinking
- A good story (we accept a conclusion just because it makes sense)
- What comes easily to mind (availability heuristic – things that come easily to mind
guide out thinking
- Failing to think of things we cannot see (we focus on positive instances more than
negative ones)
Intuition is Biased by Motivation
- Focusing on evidence we like best (we seek and accept only the evidence that
supports what we already think
- Asking biased to get expected answer (we ask questions that are more likely to give
the desired answers)
- Biased about being biased (seeing bias in others, but not ourselves)
Trusting Authorities on the Subject; Concept Map of Sources of Information
- Experience; (confounding effects, no comparison)
- Intuition (Availability heuristic; present/present bias; congeniality bias; confirmatory
hypothesis testing;
- Authority (Is it based on research or experience/ intuition)

Finding and Reading the Research
1. Consulting scientific sources
- Types of research information written for scientific audience; empirical journal
articles, review journal articles, edited books, full-length books;
2. Finding Scientific Sources; PsychINFO, using the thesaurus;
3. Reading Scientific sources; what’s the argument; what’s the evidence;

Variables vs. Constant
- Variables; something that varies; by definition must have at least two values;
- Constant; something that does not vary; by definition must only have one values
- Dependant Variable; a variable the experimenter measures; the variable is
dependant in the independent variable;
- Independent Variable; variable experimenter manipulates; variable is controlled by
experimenter
- not all variables can be manipulated; traits of the person; sex, intelligence/ ethical
considerations; quality of education/ some variables can be measured or
manipulated; e.g; extracurricular activities;
- Conceptual; constructs; abstract variables described at a conceptual level; e.g
shyness, intelligence
- Operational; defining conceptual variables by operationalising; turns concept into a
dependent or independent variable; e.g; rating shyness scale; full scale intelligence
question measured with WAIS.

Week 3- Measurement – Ch 3 and 5
- Three claims;
1. Frequency claims; how many times an event occurs; 1 in 25 U.S teens attempts
suicide
2. Association claims (types of association); mixed-weight couples argue more; two
things going together (does not argue one causes or the other)
3. Casual claims; music lessons enhance IQ – one variable causes the other to occur;
only time an intervention can be made
- Association claims can be 0. + and -; zero association means no association between
variables X and Y.
- Causal claims; one variable causes the change in another; Criteria; two variables
must be correlated; causal variable must come first; no other explanations for
relationship exist; (hard to establish)
Interrogating the Three claims using the Four Big Validities
- Qualities a study must have for it to be trusted; shades of grey
1. Construct Validity; how well you operationalise your variables
2. External Validity; how well does your sample generalise; psychology has a key
role in modern health care
3. Statistical Validity; how reliable are the number and how strong are the effects;
4. Internal Validity; No alternative casual explanation for the outcome; only for
causal claims;
Interrogating Frequency claims
- Construct validity of the variable; how well was the variable measured;
- External validity is essential; can we generalise from sample to population;
- Statistical validity; how large is the margin of error? 
Interrogating Association claims
- Construct validity of the variable; how well was each variable measured
- External validity, to whom or what can we genialise the association? May be less
important to the researcher
- Statistical validity; how strong is the association? Is it statistically significant?
Interrogating Casual claims
- Construct validity of the variable; how well was independent variable measured;
how well was dependent variable measured?
- External validity, to whom or what can we genialise the association? External
validity is rarely prioritised in an experiment
- Statistical validity; how big is the difference? Is it statistically significant?
- Internal Validity; This is the priority!  covariance – when one changes another
change;  temporal precedence  internal validity;/ The most robust way is with
an experiment that has Random assignment; this ensures that the groups don’t have
other differences which could have been cause of the effect. Careful comparison
group, so that the effect you’re really interested in is the only thing that makes the
groups different.

Identifying Good measurement
- Reliable – doesn’t change much every time you try; Repeatable; breakage of the
rope is a one-time process/ Reproducible; in an experiment study measuring the
same concept/ Accuracy; how correct is the actual result obtained; clustering around
the true value; low accuracy typically as a result of some kind of bias or hidden
effect;/ Precision; can have high precision but also poor accuracy; lack of precision
can be caused by noise; lack of specificity or a small sample size;
- Accuracy and precision/ Validity and Reliability/ 
- there is no best measure; what qualities about the measurement are important;
what exactly are we trying to measure? Many of the topics of interest are mental
(hidden) states or nebulous concepts; we can
1. elicit responses to tasks (accuracy, RT)
2. Measure physiological variables (heart rate, Galvanic skin response, EEG, FMRI);
3. ask for self-report measures (questionnaire responses, open ended responses)
-

-

Stress; conceptual level it is a feeling of emotional strain/ difficulty/ strain resulting
from adverse physical or psychological circumstances; how to measure it; stress
scales/ questionnaire, blood pressure, heart rate variability, galvanic skin response,
serum cortisol levels  which is the better measure? Is there one?
Operationalising; trying to transform a sometimes-nebulous concept or construct
into something concrete and measurable  case of Happiness is used by Morling);
Three types of operationalisation; 1. Self-report, 2. Observational,3. Physiological

5 WAYS OF KNOWING IF THE CONSTRUCT VALIDITY IS A GOOD ONE
- Face Validity; does it look like a good measure (often assessed by asking experts)
- Content Validity; Does it include all the important components of the construct?
- Convergent validity; does it measure and does it agree with other measures.
- Divergent or discriminant validity; if the construct is happiness inverse relationship
with measures of depression for example should be expected
- Known-groups validity; this form of validity refers to how well a test distinguishes
between known group differences, e.g., controls versus patients; (groups which you
know should be different);
- Different kinds of measure = different kinds of data; qualitative data are not
numerical;
- nominal (also categorical); gender, favourite movie.
- Ordinal (categorical data but with an implied order; performance rankings, Likert
scale data;
- Interval – the numbers represent equal intervals AND there is no true zero, e.g, IQ
score, clothing size, degree Celsius,
- Ratio; the numbers represent equal intervals and when 0 has a physical meaning e.g.
height, weight, degrees kelvin, Reaction time

